LOOKING BACK

but eventually Conrad won through
and found himself in the Psychology
Department in Cambridge, with a whole
cohort of ex-servicemen, including
Donald Broadbent, Malcolm Piercy and
Christopher Poulton.
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on. A breakthrough came when he got
together with a small group of likeminded people to found the Ergonomics
Society, and met a man who was a
consultant to the Post Office. He
introduced Conrad to the administrators
there, and he persuaded them that they
could benefit from psychology. For
instance, if a telephone keypad was
designed in an optimal way, there would
be fewer misdialled numbers, which
could lead to a substantial saving for the
Post Office. Similarly, with postcodes:
what was needed was a code that could
accommodate three million addresses, to
facilitate automated sorting of letters, but
it had to be easy to use, or people would
just not use it. The UK postcode system
was the result of masses of experiments
that confirmed that what worked best was
a code that included a letter part that had
a clear relationship to the place
name, followed by a series of
digits and letters that specified
the precise address, with letter
and digits in a standardised
place. Because in a sequence
digits are easier to recall than
letters, they were put in the
middle of the code, and hard-torecall consonants went at the
easier far end. The fact that we
have one of the most memorable
postcode systems in the world is
largely down to Conrad.
Although Conrad was not
trying to develop theory, findings
of theoretical importance forced
themselves upon his attention.
He had previously noticed that
when people were asked to
remember a series of letters, they
tended to confuse certain letters,
like D and T and E. Conrad
initially thought that this was
due to poor equipment: the memory lists
were played to experimental subjects over
a tape-recorder, and it was assumed that
poor acoustic quality was responsible for
the errors. However, in the 1960s Conrad
took a sabbatical at Ann Arbor where
there was a much higher level of
computational and technical
sophistication, and he returned with
a piece of equipment that enabled him
to test memory in groups of subjects by
presenting letter series in a visual array.
To his great surprise, the error patterns
were just like he had observed when
people were listening to letter lists. This
led to the insight that verbal information
is encoded into an acoustic form in
memory regardless of whether it is
received visually or acoustically.
Conrad’s career took a dramatic turn
in 1968 when he was greatly affected by

the death of his wife. By this time he
was deputy director of the Unit, but this
tragedy devastated him and made him
lose all interest in his research. After six
months, he felt he had to get away from
Cambridge and change what he was
doing. Conrad had a boat moored in the
middle of a river on an east coast estuary
and he decided to go and stay there until
he had worked out what to do with his
life. He described the experience of going
through a set of options and seeing if any
of them rang a bell in his head. He found
that the idea of working with children
elicited a faint tinkling, and helping
people with handicaps produced a loud
clang. He had the sudden insight that all
the work he had done on acoustic
processing in memory was enormously
relevant: if internal acoustics are
important for memory, what happens if

you are deaf and don’t have internal
acoustics? Conrad emerged from his
cabin after a week and went to talk to
Sir Harold Himsworth, then head of the
Medical Research Council and described
his idea. What happened next would
astound anyone used to current
procedures for grant applications. ‘Give
me half a page of paper describing your
plans,’ he was told. He did so, and the
plan was approved.
Conrad could be regarded as the
father of ‘slow science’, because having
determined what he wanted to do, he
realised he needed to find out much
more about deaf children. He got himself
seconded to the Ear, Nose and Throat
Hospital in London where he taught some
psychology while learning about deafness.
After about three years, he was ready
to start a major project, and his friend
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Larry Weiskrantz, then head of the
Experimental Psychology Department in
Oxford, suggested he relocate there. This
was a good decision – not only did it get
Conrad away from Cambridge, with its
sad memories, it also was geographically
far more suitable for a project that
involved seeing children from all over the
country. One thing Conrad was clear
about: he would need a very large sample,
because there were many variables that
could affect results. He decided that with
his dedicated team his goal would be to
test every deaf school leaver in the
country.
It is the body of resulting work,
published in 1979 as a book The Deaf
School Child, which first made me aware
of Conrad’s seminal contribution. It was
very clearly written, and almost like a
novel in taking the reader through the
different aspects of the study. It was
also a beautiful piece of applied
psychology, using insights from
studies of short-term memory to
design tasks for deaf children that
would probe ‘what was going on in
their heads’, as Conrad put it in his
interview. When he found out, he
was horrified at the mismatch
between how deaf children
processed information and how they
were educated. The UK at that time
was in the grip of ‘oralism’ – the
idea that deaf children should learn
to speak with the help of hearing
aids and lip-reading. Sign language
was banned because it was thought
it would interfere with the
acquisition of oral language. Conrad
debunked all of these ideas. He
showed that oralism simply did not
work, but that instead of ‘inner
speech’, deaf children could use ‘inner
sign’. Thus by depriving deaf children of
the opportunity to sign, teachers were
hindering rather than helping their
education. It took years, but people did
eventually listen. Many younger teachers
were very ready to act on his message: it
was the old establishment who had been
promoting oralism for years who resisted.
But ultimately, they could not hold out
against the overwhelming evidence
produced by Conrad: if you want to teach
a profoundly deaf child, you need to do
so in a medium they can access. Conrad
is a quiet and unassuming man, but when
describing this part of his life, he says
with justifiable pride: ‘We really did turn
the thing around.’
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